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E6_95_B0_E7_A5_A8_E7_c84_565093.htm Over half of the votes

of all Slovak eligible voters, including those who will not go to the

polls, will be necessary for a candidate to be elected Slovak president

right in the first round, the Slovak Central Election Commission

(UVK) decided on Thursday. In the past, presidential candidates

and constitutional lawyers had different interpretations of the Slovak

Constitution. In some peoples view, a majority of the votes of those

who take part in the elections will suffice for a candidate to be elected

in the first round. The first round of the Slovak presidential election

is scheduled for March 21. "The UVK believes that a large majority

of valid votes of all Slovak eligible voters is necessary," Katarina

Tothova, commission chairwoman and parliamentary deputy for the

junior government Peoples Party-Movement for a Democratic

Slovakia (LS-hzds), told reporters on Thursday.www.100test.com

She said this view was shared by ten commission members, while two

other members abstained from voting. The UVK announces the

election results. People who disagree with them can turn to the

Constitutional Court. Slovak President Ivan Gasparovic, who will

seek re-election as the official candidate of the senior ruling

Smer-Social Democracy (Smer-SD) of Prime Minister Robert Fico

and the junior government Slovak National Party, said previously

that in his view only a large majority of those who take part in the

elections is necessary for a candidate to be elected in the first round.



Apart from Gasparovic and Radicova, the Slovak presidency is also

sought by Zuzana Martinakova, head of the extra-parliamentary

Freedom Forum, Frantisek Miklosko, former deputy for the

opposition Christian Democrats (KDH) who is backed by

extra-parliamentary Conservative Democrats, university professor

Milan Melnik for the junior ruling Movement for a Democratic

Slovakia (LS-HZDS), Dagmar Bollova, former deputy for the Slovak

Communist Party (KSS), and KSS nominee Milan Sidor. If no

candidate is elected in the first round, the second round will be held

on April 4. 更多链接： 四六级机考与笔试差异评析 2009年四
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